
 

 

 

 

 

Databasebuilder.com (DBB) began in 2013 with the idea of building a simpler and more cost-effective 

Contact Management System. The vison came when I observed my own sales team struggle with our 

current CRM software that was very complicated and expensive for features that simply went unused. I 

knew then, I could design a better application and we did. As we like to say, Databasebuilder.com is 

“sales software, designed by salespeople”. With more than 50-years of sales & telemarketing experience 

behind us, we approached this from a salesperson’s perspective, not a software developers’ view.  

 

Our sales team continues to work side by side with our software developers every day to design and 

enhance an easy-to-use CRM that incorporates a convenient lead prospecting platform, and an efficient 

contact management module for any individual or organization. In addition, we use proven sales and 

telemarketing techniques for better efficiency and reduced downtime.  

 

Your business invests a considerable amount of time and money developing a pipeline of information, so 

it’s important that you control and protect that information. As a DBB administrator, you have full 

access and control of your companies’ data. You can enable or disable users, import or export your data 

at any time, and most important, you can assign data files when a team members leaves your 

organization. Never loose track of your sales pipelines, transfer accounts and pick up where the last 

person left off. Protect your investment.    

 

Many businesses today look for the “Holy Grail” of lead lists, you know…the “Good Leads”. However, 

prospecting customers has not changed much over the years, but the technology behind it sure has. The 

best databases are built using a combination of reliable data sources and smart lead management. At 

Databasebuilder.com can help you build a better customer pipeline that will not go to waste.  

 

Databasebuilder.com has affordable pricing options that will fit any budget. Let us help manage your 

current customers and data pipeline. Your best lead might be right under your nose.   

 

 

 

Request a free trial today, 
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